The problem of qualitative heterogeneity is to explain how an extended simple can enjoy qualitative variation across its spatial or temporal axes, given that it lacks both spatial and temporal parts. I discuss how friends of extended simples should address the problem of qualitative heterogeneity. I present a series of arguments designed to show that rather than appealing to fundamental distributional properties one should appeal to tiny and short-lived tropes. Along the way, issues relevant to debates about material composition, persistence over time and existence monism are discussed.

An object is an extended simple if and only if it is extended through space, time or spacetime, but lacks proper parts. The possibility of extended simples is directly relevant to a number of interesting debates about mereological composition and persistence over time. Some examples: Josh Parsons appealed to extended simples in order to defend the view that objects persist through time by enduring rather than by having temporal parts. I have argued that if extended simples are possible, then an interesting argument by Hud Hudson against the possibility of gunky objects is unsound. Jonathan Schaffer has recently articulated a qualified defence of existence monism, the radical doctrine that the world is one giant extended simple. Schaffer argues that those who hold mereological nihilism, which is the view that mereological composition never occurs, should endorse existence monism rather than the view that there are many (presumably microscopic) mereological simples.

When I was young and foolish, I naïvely (but firmly) believed that extended simples were impossible. I later recanted, but remained puzzled by the question

of whether such objects could enjoy qualitative diversity. I think I have now reached equipoise. Extended simples are possible, and they need not be qualitatively homogeneous.

The problem of qualitative heterogeneity is the problem of explaining how an extended simple can enjoy qualitative variation across its spatial or temporal axes, given that it lacks both spatial and temporal parts. Here I discuss how friends of extended simples should address the problem of qualitative heterogeneity. The problem of how a spatially extended simple could be qualitatively diverse is formally analogous to the problem of how a temporally extended simple – an object that persists via enduring, for example – can none the less undergo change. The latter problem has been called the problem of temporary intrinsics, and the former problem the problem of spatial intrinsics. The problem of qualitative heterogeneity is the conjunction of both of these problems. I shall focus on the problem of temporary intrinsics first, since it is more familiar, but what I have to say about the temporal case will also apply to the spatial case.

A proper solution to the problem of temporary intrinsics will provide a metaphysical analysis of propositions of the form $x$ is $F$ at $t$, where $x$, $F$ and $t$ range respectively over substances, allegedly intrinsic features and times. According to the friend of temporal parts (e.g., Lewis), $x$ has $F$ at $t$ if and only if $x$ has a temporal part that is located at $t$ and is $F$. However, the friend of temporally extended simples clearly cannot appeal to temporal parts! Probably the two most popular of the available solutions to the problem of temporary intrinsics are relationalism and adverbalism. According to relationalism, $F$ is not really an intrinsic property, but rather a relation that $x$ bears to $t$. 'Intrinsic' change, on the relationalist’s view, amounts to bearing different external relations to a succession of times. According to adverbalism, the exemplification relation that objects bear to their properties is actually a three-place relation with an extra slot for times. Both the advantages and disadvantages of relationalism and adverbalism have been extensively discussed elsewhere. I have nothing new to say about them here.

---


The solution to the problem of temporary intrinsics to which I am attracted was developed by Doug Ehring, and appeals to short-lived tropes. A trope is both a particular and a quality. On the trope-theoretic view, \( x \) and \( y \) are both F if and only if they each exemplify their own F-trope. Properties such as being F are maximal classes or maximal mereological fusions of perfectly resembling tropes. According to Ehring’s solution to the problem of temporary intrinsics, these tropes are very short-lived, perhaps even momentary. On this view, \( x \) is F at \( t \) if and only if there is an F-trope that exists at \( t \) and \( x \) exemplifies it. Intrinsic change, on this view, consists in a persisting object successively exemplifying non-resembling momentary tropes.

There is a pleasing symmetry between Ehring’s view and the temporal parts solution. Ehring’s momentary tropes are in effect temporal parts of properties. According to the perdurantist, an object has a property at a time by having a part which has the property and is located at that time. According to Ehring, an object has a property at a time by having a part of that property which is located at that time. On neither view is the property in question really a relation to a time, nor is the exemplification relation taken to be a fundamentally three-placed relation.

It is clear how Ehring’s solution to the problem of temporary intrinsics can be generalized so as to apply to the problem of spatial intrinsics. If the object \( o \) shown in Figure 1 occupying \( r_1 \cup r_2 \) is a spatially extended simple, one cannot say that it has a proper part which occupies \( r_1 \) and is just plain grey. However, one can say that \( o \) exemplifies a greyness trope located at \( r_1 \). Qualitative heterogeneity across space consists in exemplifying non-resembling localized tropes distributed across space. It turns out that an extended simple can be qualitatively heterogeneous. I was wrong to think otherwise.

Jonathan Schaffer in his ‘From Nihilism to Monism’ discusses in the context of defending existence monism the problem of qualitative heterogeneity. It is an undeniable fact that our universe exemplifies remarkable qualitative heterogeneity both spatially and temporally. But one can reconcile this fact with existence monism by taking on board Ehring’s highly localized and short-lived tropes.

However, Ehring’s solution is not discussed by Schaffer. Schaffer indicates that he endorses a different solution, one first advocated by Josh Parsons, according to which distributional properties are taken as metaphysically fundamental:

- **Being polka-dotted** is an example of a colour-distributional property – the property a surface has when it has the right kind of colour distribution.
- **Being hot at one end and cold at the other** is an example of a heat-distributional property.
- **Having a uniform density of 1 kg/m\(^3\)** throughout is an example of a density-distributional property.

Intuitively ..., a distributional property is like a way of painting, or filling in, a spatially extended object with some property such as colour, or heat, or density (Parsons, ‘Distributional Properties’, p. 173).

Circle \( o \) in Figure 1 enjoys a distributional property, being half-grey-half-white, without having a proper part that is grey. According to Parsons, this distributional...

---

property is metaphysically basic: the circle has the feature, but not in virtue of having any other feature, and not in virtue of having parts that have any other feature. To be qualitatively heterogeneous is to exemplify such a non-uniform distribut

dional property. The object in Figure 2 exemplifies what might in some sense be a distribut

dional property, but the property in question is uniform: this circle is not qualitatively heterogeneous.

Although taking distributional properties as metaphysically fundamental is intriguing, I have several reservations about this strategy. Ultimately, I think the friend of extended simples (and by extension, the friend of existence monism) is better off endorsing Ehring’s solution.

I remark, first, that the friend of Ehring’s tropes can definitely endorse the existence of distributional properties, taking them to be mereological sums of localized tropes. For example, the half-grey-half-white circle exemplifies a distributional property in virtue of exemplifying a localized white trope and a localized grey trope. This distributional property is the sum of these two tropes. On Ehring’s view, a thing can have a localized trope without having a proper part that occupies the region where the trope is localized. So something can have a distributional property without having any proper parts: it is the distributional property rather than its bearer that has proper parts. Things have distributional properties by exemplifying all of the parts of those properties.

Moreover, the friend of Ehring’s tropes can offer an analysis of the notions of uniformity and non-uniformity: a distributional property is non-uniform iff it is not uniform; a distributional property $P$ is uniform if and only if there are some $x$s such that $P$ is the mereological sum of the $x$s and the $x$s perfectly resemble one another.

This analysis of uniformity does not imply that a thing exemplifies a non-uniform distributional property only if it has proper parts. The analysis is also consistent with the alleged possibility that there are distributional properties ‘all the way down’. Such distributional properties would be gunky: every part of a distributional property would have a proper part. Moreover, they would be increasingly uniformly gunky in the following sense: for any gunky distributional property $D$ and degree of resemblance $n$, for all $x$s such that the $x$s compose $D$ and resemble one another to degree $n$, there are some $y$s such that the $y$s compose $D$ and resemble one another to some degree greater than $n$. I am not inclined to think such properties are really possible. But the analysis of uniformity offered here does not rule them out. Moreover, the analysis does not require that the material objects that exemplify gunky distributional properties are themselves gunky.

Being able to give an analysis of uniformity is neat. However, as far as I can see, Parsons ought to take the distinction between uniform and non-uniform distributional properties as primitive. He suggests two alternatives to taking the notion of uniformity as primitive: take the uniformity of properties to consist in some role those properties play in our thinking or best theories, or take the uniformity of a property to be a function of dispositions to call the properties ‘uniform’. Both alternatives strike me as non-starters.
One might think that Ehring is no better off, since his theory also makes use of an unanalysed notion, namely, _resemblance_. But it seems to me that Parsons must also take the notion of resemblance as a primitive. Suppose the objects in Figure 3 are extended simples. Each of them resembles each of the others in virtue of exemplifying numerically distinct distributional properties that none the less resemble one another. No account of this resemblance is forthcoming. Moreover, it seems clear that Parsons must appeal to a primitive resemblance relation which not only comes in degrees but also appeals to respects. In Figure 4, objects _a_ and _b_ are perfectly alike with respect to _shape_ and _percentage of whiteness_ in virtue of exemplifying their respective fundamental properties, whereas _b_ and _c_ are alike with respect to _how blackness is distributed_. Since the respective properties are all fundamental, the notion _resemblance with respect to F_ cannot be analysed away in Parsons’ theory.

My second reservation is that Parsons’ solution implies that he cannot provide a finite analysis of propositions of the form ‘_x_ is _F_ at _t_’ (and similarly, for ‘_x_ is _F_ at region _r_’). As I showed earlier, both the temporal parts solution and Ehring’s solution can provide an analysis. For suppose _t_ is the first moment of _x_’s life and that _F_ is _being grey_. There are infinitely many colour-distributional properties whose exemplification ensures that at the beginning of one’s life one is grey. The best that can be said is that to be grey at _t_ is in effect to exemplify some distributional property whose exemplification ensures that one is grey at _t_.

My third reservation is that it is unclear to me that Parsons’ solution even allows one to say this. First, strictly speaking, the mere exemplification of a distributional property does not entail anything about where an object is located in time, and hence for any _F_ and _t_ the mere exemplification of a distributional property does not entail that _x_ is _F_ at _t_. This is clear from Figure 5: _o_₁ and _o_₂ exemplify the same distributional property, and both exist at _t₂_. Nevertheless, only _o_₁ is grey at _t₂_; _o_₂ is white at _t₂_. So one needs to be more careful: to be grey at _t_ is in effect to be located at some interval _i_ which includes _t_ and to exemplify some distribution property _D_ such that anything which occupies _i_ and exemplifies _D_ is grey at _t_. Although the ‘analysis’ is more complicated, it has still not succeeded in eliminating talk of an object’s having a property at a time.

Actually, it is not clear that this even works. Now for a hard question. In Figure 6, _o₁_ and _o₂_ exemplify the same distributional property _D_. Does _o₁_ exemplify _D_? Intuitively, the answer is ‘Yes’. But if so, it is not true that being located at _t₂–t₄_ and exemplifying _D_ suffices to be grey at _t₂_, since _o₁_ is not grey at _t₂_ but, rather, white at _t₂_.

---

10 Parsons in ‘Distributional Properties’ is clearly aware of this feature of the theory.
11 It seems that objects like _o₁_ and _o₃_ are _temporally incongruent counterparts_, which, intuitively, are duplicates. It is not as intuitive that this is also true of temporally incongruent counterparts, but it is still plausible: see Hudson, ‘Temporally Incongruent Counterparts’. 

A similar problem arises with respect to space, provided that collocated material objects are possible. Presumably, the two spatially extended simples in Figure 7 are duplicates, since one extended simple could be made to look like the other merely by rotation. Suppose they came to be collocated merely by moving in a continuous straight path without rotating on their respective axes. Then they would occupy the same region and enjoy the same fundamental feature. Yet clearly something would be different: one would be grey at the right-hand region whereas the other would be white at that region. This shows that this problem can arise for Parsons even when the objects in question are not ‘incongruent counterparts’.

Strictly speaking, collocated material simples need not be really possible in order to generate this worry. What their alleged possibility shows is that Parsons must hold that no combination of merely exemplifying a non-uniform distributional property and occupying a region that includes \( r \) suffices for being grey at \( r \). Suppose, for example, that the two circles cannot interpenetrate but can switch places without undergoing rotation on their axes. This is sufficient to generate the problem.

I am not sure what Parsons should say in response to it. This problem does not arise for Ehring’s solution. One of the circles exemplifies a grey trope which occupies the right-hand region but does not exemplify a white trope which occupies that region. The other circle exemplifies a white trope which occupies the right-hand region but does not exemplify a grey trope which occupies that region. This solution is available because distributional properties are complexes of localized tropes.

My fourth reservation is that if distributional properties are fundamental, how an object is here or now is metaphysically determined by how things are elsewhere. But should not the local intrinsic features of an object at a region be determined by the properties that are located at (and only at) that region? It is probably question-begging to use this brute intuition against the friend of distributional properties, and it is in this context a bit odd, since a non-local determination of some local matters of fact might be congenial to the friend of extended simples. Existence monists, for example, might wish to embrace the global determination of all local matters of fact. But by accepting Ehring’s localized tropes, even existence monists could if they wished satisfy the intuition that local matters of fact determine global matters of fact.

There is a related advantage for existence monists which might be worth noting. Ted Sider has recently argued that the existence monist is unable to explain why the space of physical possibilities has the structure it has:

Consider a world containing just a single computer screen with a 4x4 pixel resolution. Each pixel can be on or off. Since there are 16 pixels, and there are two states for each pixel, \( 2^{16} \) states are possible for the entire screen. The existence of this state-space is common ground between monists and pluralists. But only the pluralist can give a

---

12 This will be a bit wild. Hold on to your seat.

13 Thanks to Joshua Spencer for pointing this problem out to me. David Lu has suggested to me that Parsons should appeal to additional primitive facts about these properties are orientated. Suffice it to say that the friend of Ehring’s tropes need not.
satisfying account of why the state-space has $2^{16}$ members. The pluralist can say: the state-space has $2^{16}$ members because (i) there are 16 pixels, each of which has two available fundamental states; (ii) the fundamental states of the system include only the states of the individual pixels; and (iii) the possibilities for the entire system are generated combinatorially from the entities in the system and the fundamental states those entities can inhabit. The monist can tell no such story. For the monist, the fundamental properties are the members of the state-space itself: the $2^{16}$ maximally specific properties of the entire screen. These properties are not generated combinatorially from more fundamental pixel-properties. Why, then, are there exactly $2^{16}$ of them?14

Perhaps the existence monist who befriends Parsons’ fundamental distributional properties should be concerned with this objection. But it should be clear that if the existence monist endorses Ehring’s solution, there is no difficulty in seeing how the state-space in Sider’s scenario is generated. There are two fundamental kinds of tropes, which can be distributed locally even though the One that exemplifies them is simple. More generally, Ehring’s solution allows the existence monist to agree with Sider on whatever the local fundamental properties end up being, even though all such properties will be properties of the One Giant Simple. There is no explanation available to Sider of why the state-space has the structure it has which is not also in principle available to the existence monist who embraces localized tropes.15
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15 I thank Ross Cameron, Hud Hudson, David Lu, Jonathan Schaffer and Joshua Spencer for helpful comments on an earlier draft.